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Topic Motivation

• Ground rule to all learning, no. 2:
„You can only learn from contrast“

• Example: Distinguish between red and blue cases

• Given: Two measured values and several known
cases



Known Cases



New Cases



Red?



Or maybe blue?



Actually …



Topic Motivation

• Marketing claims many use cases
– surprisingly, they are always successful
– not congruent with reality
– How can you learn to identify the important things from

this?

• We are based in the Ruhr Area
– mistakes can be communicated openly
– in the following are the quickest ways to failure



Our Topic Today: Failure



1. Road – Getting Lost in the
Marketing Jungle
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What actually is Data Science?



The Beginnings …

• … 66 million years ago: An asteroid helps
mammals establish their dominant position.
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The Beginnings …

• 400000 years ago: Speech allows to pass on
knowledge: learning without first-hand
experience is now possible.
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The Beginnings …

• A couple of millenia ago: Knowledge persists
through writing, learning without a teacher is
now possible.
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Recently …

• 1960: Knowledge persists actively through
software that can start its execution by itself in
static contexts.
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What about Today?

• 2000: Machine Learning allows software to adapt
to changing conditions in static contexts.
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So What Is Data Science?

• First: What is data?
• Data is a selective description of reality

– measured values of physical quantaties
– customer behavior
– server activities
– …

• Data itself is useless



What Is Data?

• Data is only useful when used as stimulus,
– to react to,
– to learn from.

•  To be useful, data also needs an agent using it



About Agents, Data, and the Truth

• Assuming data was gathered correctly, does it
portray the truth?

• “Without data you’re just another person with an
opinion.” - W. Edwards Deming

• “With data you’re just another person with an
interpretation.” – Sebastian Land



Data Science

• Data Science focuses on two main questions:
– How can we as humans use data to learn and react better?
– How can we as humans make machines use data to learn

and react better?

• and the necessary infrastructure



Data Science

Human Learning
BI
Reporting
Dashboards
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Search
…
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Predictive Analytics
Deep Learning
…
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Big Data
In-Memory
Streaming Data
ETL
…

Part of the infrastructure
is used for business operations
and other applications



1. Road – Getting Lost in the
Marketing Jungle

• Data Science is more than a product or a service
– needs a long-term adjustment process on all levels
– deeply embedded in the business

• Fastest Road to Failure:
– mix infrastructure and methods
– buy big and commit long-term
– hand it over to overwhelmed employees
– let it run on without further support
– punish employees for mistakes



2. Road – Going Backwards

• Data Science opens up new possibilities through
machine learning
– often, possibilities are not fully understood
– does not correspond to established methods and ways of

thinking
– does not create the feeling of comprehension
– often creates fear

• Predictive Mindset not yet established



Predictive Mindset

• Predictive Mindset includes
– the realization that comprehension is not always necessary
– accepting prognoses
– living with inaccuracies

• What’s wrong with human learning?
– Nothing, comprehension is the basis of all creativity
– Just not always strictly necessary

• process control
• fraud detections
• …

– also, humans are limited



Predictive Mindset



Predictive Mindset
– Humans tend to see patterns where there are none

• random events seem to form a pattern
– Humans do analyses aiming to find something

• he who seeks shall find
• or rather face the boss with an empty PowerPoint?

– Humans do not forget
• validation through test data impossible

• What are humans better at?
– using background knowledge
– finding ways around changing contexts



The Time Aspect

t
now

Processing data to
support humans in
making tactic
decisions

Machine learning on
data to make
predictions about the
future within a
defined context in
order to automate
tactic decisions



2. Road – Going Backwards

• Fastest road to failure:
– requesting project ideas and requirements for data science

in specialist departments
– setting up an extensive catalogue of requirements
– making a call fo tender
– at some point choose a provider
– simply assume everything is ready and done with



Background: Going Backwards

• Without the Predictive Mindset
– no concept of what is possible
– impossible to make requirements for something you do not

know
– instead visualizations of data are usually requested for

human learning



3. Road – Planning Wrong

• Data Science is different from other projects
– projects are researching journeys with an uncertain ending

• Fastest Road to Failure:
– extensive hiring of data scientiest
– extensive investments in large-scale infrastructure
– first build DataLake, DataWarehouse, DataX ...
– then carry out projects on a perfect basis
– define vague goals



Background: Chicken-Egg Problem

• Why?
– Carrying out data science projects

requires planning of
infrastructure, resources, and
time.

– Sensible planning requires
experience.

– Experience comes from carrying
out data science projects.



Background: Chicken-Egg Problem

• Infrastructure
– the bigger, the more overhead
– results in less new experience in the

actual problem area
– appropriate infrastructure cannot be

established beforehand

• Goals need to to be clearly
defined
– allow for mistakes
– specify deployment requirements



4. Road – Walking Alone 

• Data scientists work in established fields
– in some instances with knowledge centuries old

• Fastest Road to Failure:
– data science in the ivory tower
– ”Give me data and I’ll explain your world to you”
– opposition to share data between departments
– solving problems nobody actually has



Background

• Existings knowledge should be applied
– reduces necessary search efforts by the data scientist
– prevents gross mistakes
– computer can take up knowledge and only look fo new,

additional patterns

• Communication creates an understanding for
requirements and goals on both sides
– deployment perspective needs to be defined!



5. Road – Confusing Humans with
Robots

• Data science solutions interfere with established
processes
– full automation, partial automation or support

• Fastest toad to failure:
– ask experts to focus all their energy on a data science

project aimed at process automation
– design a solution without talking to the experts
– force experts to use said solution
– and then fire half of them



Background

• Without help from experts
– projects have a high rate of failure
– projects end much worse

• Possibility of boycott
– active boycott ends the project
– passive boycott makes results uneconomic

• Integration of all stakeholders is the only way
– Trainings to establish a common language
– Participation to reduce fears



The Back Road – New Business
Ideas

• „Data is the new gold“
– New business ideas are on everyone’s lips
– „You only need to open the treasure chest“

• Fastest Road to Failure:
– assuming your data is relevant to others
– employ data scientists
– feed them only data
– and let them hatch new business ideas



Background

• Data is useful only when
– an agent learns something from them
– an agent reacts to them

• Your own data is – at best – relevant to your own
problems
– too small a sample for other applications
– too specific for other applications

• The only exception
– X as a Service, if data is the necessaray basis for that



Conclusion

• You can sidestep many costly traps when
– knowledge is built on all levels
– you start out small and grow organically
– the environment allows for mistakes
– communcation is handled mindfully
– there is close collaboration

• Then data science opens up new possibilities
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